Advocacy & Activism #1

Black Girl - with short Borom Sarret - Foreign - In a New Wave style, this is a story of
exile and despair. Decolonization has never happened.
Commanding Heights: The Battle for the World Economy, the Battle of Ideas 338.9 COM - Narrator, David Ogden Stiers. This series explores our changing world
and the new rules of the game. There is a clash between the market place and
government. There is a great debate over globalization and what are the power forces
that are shaping our economy and culture? How will these things shape the 21st
Century?
Control Room - 070.4 CON - Various aspects regarding media and truth of the 2003
American war against Iraq.
Cowspiracy - 589.75 - The sustainability secret environmental documentary. The most
destructive industry today and why no one talks about it.
Dear White People - Comedy - Tyler James Williams, Tessa Thompson, Teyonah
Parris, Brandon Bell, Kyle Gallner, Malcolm Barrett, Brittany Curran, Dennis Haysbert.
Some African-American students live on campus and deal with racial boundaries at a
mostly white college. Rated “R”. Won various awards.
{The} Divide: American Injustice in the Age of Wealth Gaps - 303.3 TAI - Matt
Taibbi’s genius gives us a clearer awareness of what is happening in the USA. As the
most read journalist in the USA he shows moral outrage and more with startling
interviews with his Rolling Stone pieces. He delves into our changing sense of right and
wrong and what is at the core. And there is much more.
Endgame: Blueprint For Global Enslavement - 363.9 END - Special features (34
min.): "Bilderberg 2007 Report" extended footage of the secretive annual conference;
"The Battle for the Republic" featurette with extended interviews and footage; special
performance of "Shackles on Me" by blues legend Jimmie Vaughan. Narrated by Alex
Jones. "For the New World Order, a world government is just the beginning. Once in
place they can engage their plan to exterminate 80% of the world's population, while
enabling the 'elites' to live forever with the aid of advanced technology. For the first time,
crusading filmmaker Alex Jones reveals their secret plan for humanity's extermination:
Operation Endgame"--Container.
Enron, The Smartest Guys in the Room - 658.4 ENR - Personal excesses, moral
vacuum, corporate philosophy, indecency. Rated “R”.
Even The Rain - Foreign - Gael Bernal, Luis Tosar. Two men want to make a
revisionist film in Bolivia about Christopher Columbus’ conquest. Water wars interrupt

their work and take them into fear. They see the lasting effects of Imperialism and what
happens to indigenous people work against oppression and exploitation.
{The} Fire Next Time, A Town Divided by Conflict - 307.76 FIR - An area in Montana
has been under great stress from conflict between groups of people who can’t cope with
the economic and other changes in their area. So, the blame game starts and people
are name-calling and threatening. The future of the community is threatened by discord
and lack of respect among members of the community. So, was a death in the area
from one of those who threatened? Are children in the community safe? What happens
next?
5 Broken Cameras - Arts 956.94 FI - First hand account of non-violent resistance on
the West Bank Village threatened by encroaching Israeli settlements.
Fresh - 338.1 FRE - New thinking about what we are putting into our bodies. This film
raises awareness while showing the cycle of our current food production methods.
Farmers, thinkers, businesses are celebrated across our countering while looking at our
food system. Be enlightened and stirred to action.
GMO Triology - DVD 660.6 GMO - Jeffrey Smith and others speak to genetically
modified organisms and how they affect health, environment and future generations.
Produced by the Institute for Responsible Technology. Intense information.
8 The Mormon Proposition, Equality for Some - 289.37 EIG - “Powerful, muckraking,
journalism and a passionate, personal film” (Salon.com). The Mormon Church’s historic
involvement in the promotion and passage of California’s Proposition 8 and the
secretive long campaign against gay rights. Rated “R”.
Prescription Thugs - 338.4 PRE - Harding hitting expose of Pharmaceutical
Corporations, Big Pharma. This includes marketing practices, impact on high levels of
addiction to prescription drugs in North America and more.

